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ABSTRACT 

 
Chemical documents, especially those involving drug information, comprise a variety of types – the most 
common being journal articles, patents and theses. They typically contain large amounts of chemical 
information, such as PubMed-ID, activity classes and adverse or side effects. Techniques are used to extract 
information from a huge number of documents and it is presented in a useful structurally prepared format 
that can be applied to structured, semi-structured and unstructured texts. Numerous information extraction 
methods and techniques have been proposed and implemented. In principle, there are two main approaches 
to information extraction, the knowledge engineering approach and the learning approach. In this survey 
study, we first provide the historical background on information extraction approaches applied to chemical 
documents and discuss several kinds of information extraction tasks that have emerged in recent years. 
Then, we discuss the metrics used for evaluating information extraction systems, and finally the survey 
outlines the main issues that will shape future research in this area of study. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Information Extraction (IE) involves 
automatically identifying selected entity types, 
events or relations in free text [1]. "Information 
Extraction (IE) is the name given to any process 
which selectively structures and combines data 
which is found, explicitly stated or implied, in one 
or more texts" [2]. The IE is a process of producing 
unambiguous data based on natural language 
processing; the extracted data may be presented to 
users directly, stored in a database, or used in 
information retrieval (IR) for indexing purposes. 
We can summarize the main differences between 
IR and IE as follows. In IR the main issue or goal is 
to relate the relevant documents to the specific 
query of the users. This query is on a particular 
topic or a subject of interest to the user. The query 
relies on a specified set of parameters, keywords 
and terms, or on an initial set of documents. But in 
IE the researcher is concerned with analysing these 
relevant documents and then extracting information 
from them. In other words, IE is the process of 

extracting different types of information, such as 
entities, references, entity relations and involved 
events. In order to locate the type of information 
mentioned, the usual processing steps are as 
follows: 

•  Named Entity Recognition 
•  Co-reference 
•  Template Element Task 
•  Template Relation Task  
•  Scenario Template Task 

Information Extraction begins with a collection 
of texts, and then converts these collected texts into 
readily digested and analysed information. It 
segregates related text fragments, extracts related 
information from the fragments, and finally pieces 
the targeted information together in a coherent form 
[3-5]. Information Extraction involves the method 
of identifying specific predefined classes of entities 
or relations in a text by this automated processing. 
Also, IE is used in a summarization process to 
generate short summaries of documents [6]. 
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To encourage the development of new methods 
of IE, the Defence Advanced Research Projects 
Agency initiated the Message Understanding 
Conferences (MUC). The MUCs were first held 
through 1987-1998, and then the IE was taken in 
several directions. By the end of MUC-7, the final 
MUC conference that was held in 1998, we can 
conclude that the MUC programme had defined 
five tasks for IE that included Named Entity 
Recognition (NER), Co-reference Resolution (CO), 
Template Element Construction (TE), Template 
Relation Construction (TR) and Scenario Template 
production (ST). These tasks are defined to locate 
and classify names, identify relations between 
entities, add descriptive information to NE results 
using CO, identify relations between TE entities, 
and fit TE and TR results in specified events, 
respectively. We noticed that each task has a 
different role to play. They can be combined or 
they can be selected independently depending on 
different criteria related to the field or the domain 
to be focused on. In other words, IE activity can be 
customized by choosing and developing tasks 
according to the application's needs. 

As we separate the information extraction 
activity into several tasks we reveal a degree of 
complexity; but at the same time many advantages 
behind this separation can be seen, such as: 

• Possibility to apply different algorithms and 
techniques to each task according to the 
objective of a particular application. 

• Ease of debugging, since each task is 
separated from others. 

Generally, IE systems are knowledge-intensive 
in terms of building them and they are more 
computationally intensive; therefore, extraction of 
the chemical data that is surveyed in this paper 
requires broad knowledge in the chemical 
compounds domain. 

This survey presents the latest methods and 
techniques applied in IE generally and focuses on 
those methods and techniques used to extract 
information about chemical compounds and drugs. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In the 
next section we provide a review of the latest works 
that have been undertaken to extract information 
from different chemical documents and other 
sources. In Section 3 we discuss methods and 
techniques used to extract information and different 
types or components of information. Learning and 
Knowledge Engineering approaches are discussed 
in Section 4 and in Section 5 we introduce the main 
ideas on Ontology-Based Information Extraction. 

In Section 6 we discuss the methods used in 
Evaluating Information Extraction Systems. Future 
Directions and Challenges are illustrated in Section 
7, and finally the paper is concluded in Section 8. 

2. RELATED WORKS ON IE FROM 

DIFFERENT CHEMICAL SOURCES  

It is easier to find too many documents on a 
chemical topic than to find the right information in 
these documents. The scientist still has to read large 
collections of research papers, theses, books and 
patents in order to extract the embedded chemical 
structures. Therefore, it is essential to adopt and 
implement automatic extraction systems. In spite of 
the fact that many existing methods have been 
developed for this purpose, it is still considered as a 
hot area of interest. Furthermore, the rapid growth 
of publications leads to the complication of 
maintaining up-to-date data sets. 

The process of locating and extracting 
knowledge and information automatically from text 
data has become one of the most important and 
active fields of database study. Chemical 
documents such as articles, patient’s documents, 
newspapers, prescriptions, and thesis have 
considerable value in terms of information. The IE 
system in chemical data is concerned with 
automatic extraction of different types of 
information from the mentioned documents. Many 
IE methods have been applied in several fields, 
such as bioinformatics, and many useful studies 
have been published in this area of research. The 
rapid development of natural language processing, 
and its applications, helps in involving the 
extraction method in many fields. In the area of 
chemical extraction, many works have been 
proposed. In the early 80s [7] proposed a technique 
that is used to extract facts about chemical reactions 
from the texts of primary journals of the American 
Chemical Society (ACS). 

Mani and Zhang (2003) proposed and discussed 
a method of extracting protein names from 
biological literature, and they were studying the 
effectiveness of using nearest neighbour k(NN) and 
other different methods [8]. Also, there are several 
works that addressed the challenges of IE in 
chemical documents [9]. Other work proposed an 
extraction system through text mining approaches. 
Abulaish and Dey (2007), in their proposed system, 
use text mining to extract all frequently occurring 
biological relations among a pair of biological 
concepts, then they identify the relevant 
information by using their extraction system [10]. 
In their research project UIMA-HPC  [11] proposed 
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an IE automated system that  speeds-up the process 
of knowledge mining when dealing with patents; 
they used thousands of documents and images and 
processed them in ‘patroller’.  In addition, an IE 
software system was developed by [12]; his system 
is used to extract chemical reactions from chemical 
texts. Their devolved system relies on the output of 
Chemical Tagger; the system has a tool for tagging 
words and identifying phrases of importance in 
experimental chemistry texts. Tharatipyakul et al. 
(2012) developed a chemical information-
extraction system (ChemEx). Their system works 
on the text and also on images in publications. They 
developed a text annotator that is able to extract 
compound, organism and assay entities from text 
document content [13]. Many methods have also 
been used to extract protein interaction relations 
from literatures. Li et al. (2014) proposed an IE 
system that extracts information from biomedical 
literature documents. The system is concerned with 
integrating the semantic information of biomedical 
literatures into multiple kernels for protein-protein 
IE [14]. Recently the biomedical literature has 
become an important source that has useful 
information on a range of chemical compound data. 
However, these documents provide a large amount 
of information on the compound nomenclatures and 
representations and these data of chemical entities 
are sometimes ambiguous. Many systems are 
proposed for gene and protein entity recognition, 
and few were proposed for chemical entities. This 
occurred due to the lack of a corpus to train named 
entity recognition systems and perform evaluation 
as mentioned by [15]. 

3. METHODS USED TO EXTRACT 

DIFFERENT TYPES OF INFORMATION 

As mentioned in the previous section, any IE 
system used to extract valuable information or 
knowledge from texts may include the following 
different types, entities, references, relations 
between entities and events involving the entities 
[16]. 

Biomedical text mining has become very 
important; therefore, biomedical named entity 
recognition systems and opinion extraction have 
become highly attractive [17]. Most biomedical 
named entities were focused on abstracts, but 
recently the development of named entities that 
deal with full papers has become a popular area of 
research. Early works considered ENR as a method 
for recognizing proper names such as names of 
persons, locations and organizations or a set of 
extraction patterns [18]. Then subtypes were 

generated; for instance, in MUC-6, ‘location’ was 
divided into subtypes such as city, state and 
country.  

A previous study was conducted to compare two 
different biomedical named entities. The 
comparison system was based on abstracts and full 
paper corpora using training data that generated 
automatically and no features or resources of the 
biomedical domain were considered in the 
mentioned study. The results showed that 
bootstrapping using annotated abstracts that are 
automatically generated is efficient even when 
evaluating a full paper. In addition, as a future work 
for reducing the noise, the study was generated 
important interest in combining dictionary-based 
matching with the existing NER system [19]. 

Information extraction uses many aspects of 
document structure and content. Simple and 
important examples include commonly used words 
and phrases (entities) that identify instances of 
essential concepts. In chemistry these include: 

• Bibliographic components (authors, 
journals) 

• Molecular identity (name, connection table, 
synonym) 

• Properties (units, physical properties, 
colours, form/nature) 

• Procedures (solvents, amounts, colours, 
reagents, techniques) 

• Instruments (manufacturer specification) 

4. LEARNING AND KNOWLEDGE 

ENGINEERING APPROACHES 

In the knowledge engineering approach grammar 
and extraction rules are constructed by hand. Also, 
the domain patterns are discovered by human 
experts through introspection and inspection of a 
corpus. At an earlier MUC conference several IE 
systems were proposed and prepared manually to 
provide and define a range of tasks, such as 
FASTUS [20], GE NLTOOLSET [21], PLUM [22] 
and PROTEUS [23]. Knowledge engineering has 
many disadvantages and it is a very laborious 
development process and the required expertise 
may not be available. 

Due to the difficulty of generating extraction 
rules manually by knowledge engineers, and the 
fact that it is time consuming, information 
extraction research was initiated and tends towards 
automating this task. The automated tasks are 
applied by two approaches. First is supervised 
learning; in this approach firstly the training data is 
required and it must consist of large data. This 
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training data is used to learn the rules automatically 
based on machine learning techniques. The second 
approach is unsupervised learning, and this 
approach is a little different from the first one 
where the bootstrapping methods are used by a 
small set of seed rules and an annotated corpus 
[24]. In the past ten years, many hybrid machine 
learning approaches have been used to extract 
information from documents of free text [25]. 
Recently, machine learning and rule-based and 
hybrid systems are used to extract information from 
clinical text documents [26]. 

5.  ONTOLOGY-BASED INFORMATION 

EXTRACTION 

Ontology-based Information Extraction is 
considered as one of the important subfields of IE. 
 Ontology is the explicit representation of the 
meaning of terms in vocabularies and their 
interrelationships among them. In their studies, [27, 
28] defined ontology as formal and explicit 
specification of a shared conceptualization. Since 
ontology is dedicated to a certain domain and 
specifying its concepts, it would be useful in 
information extraction considering the fact that IE 
is mainly based on extracting information from a 
particular domain. In spite of the fact that the term 
ontology-based information extraction has only 
been recently conceived [29], some works in this 
field had been undertaken previously, such as 
constructing ontologies from text as published by 
[30-32]. 

Generally, many recent works are on-going 
related to this field, and many workshops have been 
recently organized [33]. Recently, this year, there 
are many new works on ontologies based on IE [34, 
35]. Also, there are many works that agree with the 
growth of information retrieval  in the near future 
and recently [33, 34, 36-38]. From the previous 
proposed works we can say that the process of 
discovering and extracting the knowledge and 
information automatically from text data has 
become one of the most important and active fields 
of database study and it has been applied in several 
fields, such as bioinformatics. Recently, many 
works have been published and it takes advantage 
of the fast development of natural language 
processing and its applications.  

6. EVALUATING INFORMATION 

EXTRACTION SYSTEMS 

Information extraction or the automatic method 
of retrieving information from a text or document is 
considered very useful when the extracted 

information is accurate and reliable. Most IE works 
are tested based on two common tasks performed 
by human experts who extract these chemical or 
other data from documents (journal articles, papers, 
magazines etc.). Then they attempt to create an 
automatic categorization of the papers according to 
the types of chemical data that they contain. The 
second task focuses on retrieving sentences 
containing a specific type of chemical or specific 
data from different documents and then compares 
them to their system results. Most of these works 
use precision as the evaluation method. Most 
evaluation system results rely on automated 
language processing techniques against human 
performance of extraction on the same real 
document. In a message understanding conference 
they detail the primarily evaluation measure recall 
and precision as follows [39].  

Recall = N correct / N key 

Precision = N correct /( N correct +  N incorrect) 

Precision: is one of the common evaluation rules in 
IE and it is defined as the ratio of the statements 
extracted correctly to the total number of extracted 
statements. 

Recall: is defined in IR as the fraction of the 
documents that represent those relevant to the query 
that are successfully retrieved. 

7. FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND 

CHALLENGES 

There are many challenges facing IE in general 
and the chemical field specifically. On the other 
hand, the factor that plays an important role in 
complicating the extraction process is the extraction 
of text from images. Recent studies in the field of 
image processing showed a great amount of interest 
in content retrieval from images and videos, since 
the locating of text from complex background 
images is still difficult and challenging [40]. 

Machine learning has introduced advances in the 
use of IE; but still some challenges remain open for 
the new themed issue. Many tasks that have been 
performed by IE systems involve a strong 
knowledge dependency in the thematic domains 
that are considered most frequently. Many of the 
tasks performed by a traditional IE system 
(especially those that relate to templates) have a 
strong dependency on knowledge about the 
thematic domain, which is very frequently 
dispersed among the various tasks. All of the 
ontology-based information extraction systems are 
proposed to avoid and reduce these problems by the 
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use of ontologies. Ontology is to provide all the 
means that perform very well in an IE system by 
using the domain knowledge that is required for the 
operation of IE [41]. It is extremely difficult to deal 
with biomedical terminology because effective 
standards have not been introduced in the field [9]. 
This will motivate researchers to work hard in this 
directions in order to enhance the automation 
process of annotation systems. On the other hand, 
the factor that plays an important role in 
complicating the extraction process is the extraction 
of text from images. 

8. CONCLUSION 

With the huge growth in the number of 
documents, several works and systems are proposed 
in IE to automate the IE methods and techniques 
and make them more flexible. This study 
introduced the general concepts of information 
extraction and focused on methods and techniques 
used to extract information from different sources 
of chemical literatures. This study also illustrates 
the works that have been undertaken in chemical 
information extraction, the future methods direction 
and the useful ideas that will be used to extract 
chemical information. Finally, this survey also 
introduced the two basic measures or metrics used 
to evaluated the extraction methods and techniques. 
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